Dear President Zuma,

Stop killing the rhinos!

They are part of nature and did you know that rhinos are living and their part of our life. Rhinos are not mean so why are you killing them. If their mom gets killed, they would soon get killed too, and that is very bad to me. Did you know that rhino horns are finger nails and they taste disgusting in soup.

Yours most sincerely,

So they taste disgusting in soup.

SPOTS
since you are killing the rinos
they will soon be no more
and you won't get to in joy
and be happy looking at them
and having fun times and you
would have run times looking
cat rinos and you would
have an as fun life.
They dust a good life too.
They are good animals,
did you know why you are
killing rinos for no reason at all
all igi Elite. You are doing its killing
rinos. Did you know all that while
you do with rino horns
you can use ringer nails
in sled. If you don't stop
killing rinos they will be gone not just for a week not for
just a month but forever.!
Your most sincerely, Amy Morefield

Signature

Printed name: Amy Morefield

Location: Northwood

Spots!